Tests of parameter instabilities are likely to have low power when change-points occur towards the end of the sample. This paper considers various modifications of existing tests and introduces new statistics designed to have high power in such circumstances. The properties of both Wald-type tests of a one-time shift in the parameters and locally most powerful (LMP) tests against the hypothesis of random walk coefficients are examined. It is proposed to take functionals of the Wald and LMP statistics such that either the set of possible change-points is restricted to the last part of the sample or the occurrence of changepoints is given increasing weight throughout the sample. For the case of an unknown end-ofsample change-point, the LMP-type tests appear to have, in general, better properties than Wald-type tests, even against the hypothesis of a one-time shift in the parameters. Empirical illustrations describe the use of the tests for detecting structural changes at the time of the 'Great Recession'.
Introduction
The detection of changepoints and parameter instabilities has attracted considerable attention in the statistics and econometrics literature. If the location of a potential changepoint is known in advance, the Wald test of Chow (1960) has optimal properties against the hypothesis of a one-time shift in the parameters in a standard regression framework. If no prior information is available on the location, the solution proposed by Quandt (1960) is to take the maximum of the Wald statistics computed over the set of possible changepoints. The asymptotic representation and the critical values of this 'Sup test'have been derived by Andrews (1993) . Andrews and Ploberger (1994) have shown that better properties can be obtained by taking some averages of the Wald statistics instead of the maximum. Similar, and asymptotically equivalent, tests can be obtained using the LM and LR statistics.
A di¤erent class of parameter instabilities tests has been derived against the alternative hypothesis of random walk coe¢ cients. In a linear model with potentially time-varying parameters, locally most powerful (LMP) tests have been proposed by Nyblom and Makelainen (1983) , King and Hillier (1985) and Nyblom (1989) ; the latter paper is in fact concerned with a more general hypothesis of martingale time-variation in the parameter which nests the cases of random walk coe¢ cients and 'discrete'parameter shifts randomly occuring in the sample. Elliott and Muller (2006) follow a similar approach, but they focus on tests that maximize the power against a chosen, …xed alternative hypothesis, not necessarily close to the null as for the LMP statistics. Their paper provides a generalization of previous results of Franzini and Harvey (1983) and Shively (1988) .
A further alternative way to detect parameter instabilities is to examine the sequence of regression coe¢ cients estimated with an increasingly large data set, as in the ' ‡uctuation tests' of Ploberger et al. (1989) . Similarly, the CUSUM tests of Brown et al. (1975) look at the behaviour of the partial sum process of (squared) recursive OLS residuals; more generally, partial sums of Kalman …lter residuals were considered in Harvey (1989, p. 256-258) for unobserved components models. Unlike the Wald and LMP statistics, these tests have been proposed without reference to any speci…c alternative hypothesis.
1 A detailed survey of the testing methods described above is given in Stock (1994) . 2 1 In discussing the article by Brown et al. (1975) , Harvey notes that the power of these tests may however be low '...in the presence of many types of structural change likely to occur in practice '(p. 180) . 2 The related issue of estimating the time of changepoints is considered in Bai (1997) and Bai and Perron (1998) in a linear regression set up. A further strand of the The ability of the tests to reject the null hypothesis of stability clearly depends on the number of 'post-changepoint' observations relative to the sample size. The tests are then likely to display low power when a changepoint occurs in the late part of the sample. Failing to detect endof-sample parameter changes has particularly pernicious implications if the models are used for making predictions, since these instabilities will largely a¤ect the model's forecasts. This paper therefore considers various modi…cations of existing tests and introduces new statistics designed to have high power in such circumstances. The properties of both Wald-type tests of a one-time shift in the parameters and locally most powerful (LMP) tests against the hypothesis of random walk coe¢ cients are examined. It is proposed to take functionals of the Wald and LMP statistics such that either the set of possible changepoints is restricted to the last part of the sample or the occurrence of changepoints is given increasing weight throughout the sample. Asymptotic critical values of the tests are provided and their properties are evaluated in …nite samples.
The Wald-type tests examined here extend the range of applications of the results of Andrews and Ploberger (1994) . The LMP-type tests are derived against the alternative hypothesis of a switch from stable to random walk coe¢ cients at some point in the sample, thus generalizing Nyblom (1989) , who considered time varying coe¢ cients throughout the whole sample. A similar hypothesis was considered by Busetti and Taylor (2004) in a time series framework and by Andrews and Kim (2006) for the residuals of a cointegrating regression.
Our results show that, for the case of an unknown end-of-sample changepoint, the LMP-type tests appear to have, in general, better properties than the Wald-type tests, even against the hypothesis of a one-time shift in the parameters. However, for dynamic models, the Wald-type tests turn out to be more (less) powerful in the case of a decrease (increase) in the degree of persistence of the data. When the end-of-sample changepoint is known, the subsampling tests à la Andrews (2003) have the best properties, as expected, but they display low power if the instability is not correctly located.
In summary, the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the testing framework and provides the new and modi…ed test statistics aimed at detecting end-of-sample instabilities with the associated critical values. The size and properties of the tests are evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulations in Section 3. Section 4 contains two empirical literature has instead been concerned with testing stability of the whole distribution of a time series; see, inter alia, Picard (1985) , Inoue (2001), Lee and Nah (2005) , Busetti and Harvey (2010, 2011). 6 illustrations on the use of the tests. Section 5 concludes.
2 End-of-sample instability tests in a linear regression model: statistics, distributions and critical values
We consider a linear regression model with
1t ; x 0 2t ) 0 and T = n + m observations, where a breakpoint can occur in the second subsample of size m;
t 2 + u t for t = 1; :::; n x 0 1t ( 1 + t ) + x 0 2t 2 + u t for t = n + 1; :::; n + m (1) with u t being an i.i.d. disturbance such that E (u t j x t ) = 0 and E (u 2 t j x t ) = 2 ; the regressors x t satisfy standard assumptions of stationarity with
t being a positive de…nite matrix. The null hypothesis of parameter stability is H 0 : t = 0 for all t = n + 1; :::; n + m: Under the alternative hypothesis t 6 = 0 for some t. The model allows parameter instability to occur only for a subset of the regressors; the term x 0 2t 2 disappears if the presence of instabilities is investigated for all the coe¢ cients.
Wald-type tests
A standard F-test has optimal properties against the hypothesis of a onetime structural change in the coe¢ cients that occurs at a known fraction = 1 m T 2 (0; 1) of the sample size. Let
0 ; where the notation [z] indicates the nearest integer to z: Denote by Q and Q( ) the sum of squared OLS residuals from regressing y t on x t and y t on x t ( ), respectively. The F-statistic is
that compares the statistical …t of the restricted and unrestricted models, the latter allowing a structural change in the coe¢ cients of x 1t . This is a standard Wald test; the null limiting distribution of k 1 F ( ) is a 2 with k 1 degrees of freedom.
If the location of the parameter change is not known a priori, Quandt (1960) proposes to take the maximum of the F-statistics over the set of possible breakpoints,
where is a closed subset of (0; 1). Andrews and Ploberger (1994) show that taking averages of the F-statistics yields better properties than those of the Sup-F test. Here we consider their so-called Exp-F test statistic, de…ned as
where J ( ) is a chosen weight function (i.e. probability measure) on the values of 2 : Andrews (1993) shows that, under the null hypothesis of no structural change, for each 2 the limit distribution of F ( ) can be represented as a quadratic form of a Brownian Bridge process,
where
Thus, by an application of the Continuous Mapping Theorem, the limiting distributions of the statistics (3)-(4) are obtained by replacing F ( ) with F 1 ( ) in their de…nitions.
The asymptotic critical values for k 1 Sup-F are given in Andrews (1993, p.840 ) for di¤erent 's; note that the critical values provided by Andrews need to be divided by k 1 to be used with our statistic (3) that is de…ned in terms of F-statistics instead of the equivalent Wald statistics considered in those papers.
As noted by Andrews and Ploberger (1994) , in order to get higher power against end-of-sample instability, the Sup-F and Exp-F tests can be computed restricting to the latest part of the sample; here we consider the latest 25% and 10% of the sample.
The asymptotic critical values for Exp-F provided by Andrews and Ploberger (1994) pertain to the case of equal weights for all possible breakpoints (i.e. a uniform measure on ):
3 A simple modi…cation of the Exp-F test aimed at achieving higher power against end-of-sample instabilities is to abandon the case of uniform weights in favour of giving higher weights against changepoints occuring later in the sample. Here we propose a weighting scheme that increases linearly throughout the sample, i.e. de…ne the modi…ed statistic
The critical values of Exp-F LIN are provided in Table 1 
LMP-type tests
Under Gaussianity, a locally most powerful test of the null hypothesis of parameter stability against the alternative of random walk coe¢ cients has been derived by Nyblom and Makelainen (1983) for a level plus noise model and then adapted to a regression framework by King and Hillier (1985) and Nyblom (1989) ; an extension to multivariate time series model is considered in Nyblom and Harvey (2000) . The LMP test statistic is given by
b are the OLS residuals from regressing y t on x t ;
t : This is a locally most powerful invariant test against random walk coe¢ cients throughout the whole sample. Since we are interested in detecting end-of-sample instabilities, we propose a modi…cation of the test that focus on breaks potentially occuring only in the last fraction of the sample = 1 m T : The test therefore has optimal properties against the alternative hypothesis that t = 0 for t = 1; :::; T [ T ] t 1 + t for t = [ T ] + 1; ::::; T where t is a Gaussian iid(0; 2 I T ) disturbance independent of x t and u t ; with 0: The LMP statistic is
which corresponds to (5) if = 0. 4 Under the null hypothesis of constant coe¢ cients, the limiting distribution can be represented as a quadratic form of k 1 -dimensional Brownian bridge
If the location of a possible parameter instability is unknown, we proceed as for the Wald-type tests using the statistics 
for = [:01; :99]: The null limiting distributions of (8)- (10) are immediately obtained from (7) by an application of the Continuous Mapping Theorem. Asymptotic critical values are shown in table 1.
The case of a small number of end-of-sample observations
When the number of post-changepoint observations is 'small'; the distribution of the F-statistic (2) cannot be approximated by a 2 and thus the 2 critical values are no longer appropriate. 5 Andrews (2003) has proposed a variant of the F test that can be used even for a very small end-of-sample size, where the critical values are obtained by a simple 'parametric subsampling'method. For the case of serially uncorrelated disturbances u t (and m K) the statistic is de…ned as
where b is the OLS estimate of (using all the n + m observations), b 2 is the usual estimate of the error variance, and for j = 1; 2; :::; n + 1; The critical value of the test is therefore the 1 sample quantile of fS j ( ; 2 ) : j = 1; :::; n m + 1g : In our simulations we use the estimators b (n) and b 2 (n) obtained by a single OLS regression over the stability subsample (t = 1; :::; n).
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When the end-of-sample size is small the distribution of the proposed L( ) test (6) can also be obtained by the same parametric subsampling approach. It just requires to obtain the empirical distribution function of
where, for j = 1; 2; :::; n + 1;
We call this test L( ):
Size and power properties of the tests
The size and power properties of the tests described in Section 2 are evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulations in the context of simple linear regression models. The …rst subsection considers both cases of a one-time change in the parameters and of random walk coe¢ cients for a static regression model. The second section looks at dynamic models, providing results for the case of a change in the persistence parameter of an autoregression. In all experiments the number of Monte Carlo replications is set to 50000.
Static regression models
The data generating process in the Monte Carlo simulations corresponds to the model (1) with x 1t = (1; ( 1) t ) ; 2 = 1 and where there are no other regressors x 2t . For the alternative hypothesis we consider both cases of one-time change and random walk coe¢ cients: The set-up is broadly similar to the one considered in Andrews et al. (1996) . We look speci…cally at the properties of the tests when the breakpoint occurs in the latest part of the sample, a¤ecting the last 25%, 10%, 5% and 2% observations. Tables 2 and 3 presents the empirical size of the tests for sample sizes of T = 100; 200 and 400 observations for both Gaussian and nonGaussian disturbances (the latter only for T = 200) and tests run at 5% signi…cance; note that the statistics reported in Table 3 are computed for a given changepoint and -in the case of subsampling -with the empirical distribution that depends on : Consider …rst the Gaussian case. For T = 100 the size is accurate for the standard F test with a known breakpoint and the L test of Nyblom (1989) . The asymptotic F -type tests tend to present smaller distorsions than the LM P type tests, which tend to be somewhat oversized; however, in all cases but one the empirical rejection frequencies do not exceed 8%. The subsampling F ( 0 ) and L ( 0 ), that require a "small" post-break subsample, have good size properties for 0 0:95 but they are signi…cantly oversized otherwise. Increasing the sample to 200 and 400 observations yields better sized tests, except for the case of the subsampling statistics (however their oversizing is still minor if 0 0:95): For T = 400 nearly all asymptotic tests present rejection frequencies equal to the nominal size. In the case of non-Gaussian distributions (and T = 200), the tests tend to be oversized but in most cases the empirical rejection frequencies do not exceed 10%; the deterioration of the size properties is more evident for the F -type statistics.
We now turn to the power of the tests under a local deviation from the null hypothesis.
8 Consider …rst the case of one-time change in the coe¢ cients, where the local alternative hypothesis is t;T = = p T i for all t = n + 1; n + 2; :::; n + m; and i is a two-dimesional vector of ones. Table  4 contains rejection frequencies for = 4:8; 7:2; 9:6; 12 that yields the power of the tests (not size-adjusted).
If the changepoint is known the Wald F-test has optimal properties and it therefore presents the highest rejection frequencies (because of the oversizing, in a few cases other tests have slightly higher rejection frequencies); for 0 0:95 the subsampling version of the F-test has very similar size and power properties as the asymptotic test: It is however intersting to observe that as 0 ! 1 the Wald test
If the changepoint is unknown, we …rst con…rm the result of Andrews et al. (1996) that the Exp-F test has higher power than the Sup-F test; the same is true for the comparison between Sup-L and Exp-L. However, and interestingly, the rejection frequencies of the Exp-L (Sup-L) tests appear generally higher than those of the Exp-F (Sup-F). For example :90; :99] ; that however su¤ers from non negligible oversizing when T = 100. The Exp-L LIN is on balance a better option in this case. Figure 1 summarizes the main …ndings in terms of power under the alternative hypothesis of a one-time shift in the coe¢ ccients occuring in the last 5 per cent of the sample, = 0:95: Table 5 reports the power properties of the tests against the case of random walk coe¢ cients; speci…cally, the local alternative hypothesis is that t = t 1 + t for t = n+1; :::; n+m; where t is i.i.d. N (0; ! Figure 2 . Overall, our simulations suggest that -for the case of unknown changepoint occurring towards the end of the sample -good choices are the Exp-L LIN test and the Exp-L computed over = [:75; :99]; as their power is close to that of the optimal Wald and LMP statistics under both cases of one-time parameter shift and of random walk coe¢ cients respectively; these tests are however slightly oversized when the sample size tends to be small. Among the two tests, unreported simulations show that Exp-L LIN is preferable when changepoints occur earlier in the sample.
Dynamic regression models
For dynamic regression models it is of interest to evaluate the properties of the tests when there is a change in the degree of persistence in the data. Here we consider a simple AR(1) process and evaluate the tests against a one-time change in the autoregressive coe¢ cient. The data generating process corresponds to the model (1) with x 1t = y t 1 ; x 2t = 1; 2 = 1; we consider a one time change in both direction of lower and higher persistence, t = 0:4 and 0:4 for t = n + 1; :::; n + m; starting from 1 = 0:5: Table 6 provide the rejection frequencies of the tests for a sample size of T = 400 observations. The Wald-type tests display once again very good size properties, while the empirical size of the LMP-type tests tend to be slightly higher than the nominal 5% even for T = 400. For all tests the power of the tests tends to be much higher for an increase than a decrease of persistence. More interestingly, the Waldtype tests appear signi…cantly more powerful than the LMP-type of test when there is a decrease in persistence ( = 0:1); while the opposite is true for = 0:9. 
Empirical illustrations
We use the tests to detect possible instabilities in two simple 'nowcasting' regression models for Italian output. Nowcasting quarterly GDP is usally based on indicators available more timely and/or with higher frequency. One well-known good predictor for GDP is industrial production. However the monthly data for industrial production are only available with a substantial lag, which requires for a further predictive model to be constructed, based on 'qualitative'indicators coming from surveys that are often available before the end of the same month.
Here we consider two simple models, one for quarterly GDP and the other for monthly industrial production, which can be used in conjunction for the purpose of nowcasting Italian GDP growth. Figure 1 shows the monthly series of Italian industrial production and that of a business con…dence indicator over the period 2000-2010 (in terms of percentage growth rates). The question is whether the association between a sentiment indicator and the corresponding 'hard data'breaks down at time of crisis, as during the profound recession of [2008] [2009] . We capture the association between (the log of) industrial production, y t ; and the (log of the) con…dence indicator, x t ; by the simple linear regression
where is the …rst di¤erence operator. We investigate end-of-sample instability by estimating this model for samples of di¤erent lengths. The shortest sample consists of 98 observations, ending in June 2008 (denoted as 2008.H1, with H1 indicating the 1st half of the year); then we add 6 observations at time and recompute the tests with samples that end at Table 7 , where the tests are computed allowing for instabilities in all three coe¢ cients 0 ; 1 ; 2 : The table shows that the model (13) appears stable if it is estimated using data up to the …rst half of 2008, before the …nancial crisis became acute (the bankruptcy of Lehmann Brothers occurred in September 2008). Thereafter, using data up to the end of 2008 and later, nearly all tests strongly reject the null hypothesis of stability. Note that the evidence provided by both the Wald-type and the LMP-type tests is very similar. The same exercise is then carried out for the association between GDP and (quarterly) industrial production. Figure 2 shows the percentage growth rates of these two series over the period 1991-2010. Table 8 reports the results of the tests for the same linear regression model (13) estimated with di¤erent end-points. Here, the Wald-type tests almost never reject the null hypothesis of stability while the LMP-type tests display a strong tendency to reject, particularly when the data of 2009 are included in the sample. Indeed the signs of instabilities begin earlier.
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These results appear coherent with the simulation evidence reported in the previous section that showed generally higher rejection frequencies for the LMP-type tests, despite some oversizing in small samples. For this speci…c example, a rejection of the hypothesis of stability seems a plausible outcome.
10
Overall, the two empirical illustrations convey the message that modelbased predictions should be interpreted with caution in the presence of unusually large ‡uctuations of the indicators towards the end of the sample; in these cases adding a dose of forecaster's judgement would be a wise option to choose.
Conclusions
The paper has investigated the properties of several tests aimed at detecting instabilities that may occur towards the end of the sample. Tests constructed in terms of LMP statistics appear in general more powerful than those based on Wald statistics; the latter however possess better size properties. Overall, a LMP-type test that gives increasing weight to possible changepoints along the sample appears to be a good choice against both alternative hypotheses of one-time parameter shift and of random walk coe¢ cients. Its power is in fact quite close to that of the optimal tests based on knowing the end-of-sample changepoint in advance.
The practical usefulness of these tests has been demonstrated by applying them to nowcasting regression models for industrial production and GDP in Italy. Table 8 . End-of-sample tests for the GDP equation and different end-dates of the sample; *=reject at 10%, **=reject at 5%, ***=reject at 1%.
